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There are 9 problems, each worth 20 points. The entire test is worth 160 points.

Problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total
Avg. Score 13.7 14.7 15.6 17.0 11.5 16.0 15.7 15.1 12.4 131 (median 137)

1. Placement of functionality.
Network protocols typically generate checksums or Cyclic Redundancy Checks (CRCs) for
each packet sent, which are then used by the receiver to detect if the packet has been cor-
rupted in transit. For example, if you download a song to your laptop via iTunes, each packet
will include an Ethernet CRC, an IP header checksum, and a TCP data checksum; and the
entire content of the song will include an iTunes application-layer checksum.

Instead of maintaining checks at each layer, suppose we build a network where data integrity
is only validated at the lowest layer (e.g., Ethernet) or only at the highest layer (e.g., iTunes).

(a) What problem arises if we can only do error-checking at the lowest layer? (10 pts)

Answer: errors can occur not just at the lowest layer but at higher layers, too.
For example, data in a packet might be corrupted when a router is storing it for
later forwarding. Error detection at only the lowest layer can’t detect these problems
(an example of the end-to-end principle).
Common difficulties:
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� While it’s true that some applications might not desire much error detection,
for this problem we do care about error detection.� Error detection is about detecting accidental corruption, not attacks.

(b) What about if we can only do error-checking at the highest layer? (10 pts)

Answer: if we only detect errors at the granularity of entire songs, then we will
have to resend everything in the presence of a single error.
Common difficulties:
� The problem isn’t just that we waste resources sending corrupted packets

all the way across the network. The crucial, larger problem is that we have
to resend everything, including packets successfully transferred in the past,
in the presence of just a single error.� Some students worried about packets being misdelivered to other hosts.
While this can occur, it’s simply one type of error that at the application
level we will only detect as “the file did not arrive completely correctly.”� Again, error detection is not about detecting maliciously altered data. In-
deed, applications tend to use stronger error-checking than do lower layers
(such that they are more difficult for an attacker to fool), though we haven’t
gone into the details of this yet.

2. Framing.
Traditional Ethernet does not include a length field in its header. Instead, it uses the absence
of an electrical signal on the cable to deduce the end of a frame.

(a) Assuming that the physical layer encodes “low” as the absence of an electrical signal
and “high” as the presence of an electrical signal, for which of the following encodings:

i. NRZ (Non-Return to Zero)
ii. NRZI (Non-Return to Zero Inverted)

iii. Manchester
iv. 4-bit/5-bit

might the Ethernet controller have difficulty determining the end of the frame, and
under what circumstances? Why not for the others? (8 pts)

Answer:
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NRZ encodes a zero bit as “low,” so a series of zero bits will appear as an
extended absence of electrical signal, which can be confused with the end
of the frame.

NRZI encodes a series of zero bits as either all-low or all-high (no transition).
If they happen to be all-low, then again the absence of electrical signal can
be confused with the end of the frame.

Manchester always uses both low and high in its encoding, so there will never
be an extended absence of electrical signal, hence no difficulty.

4-bit/5-bit uses encodings that always includes both low and high, so again no
difficulty.

Common difficulties:
� Just describing the general properties of the encoding schemes was worth

half credit. For full credit, you needed to discuss the particular problem of
an absence of signal appearing.� NRZI does not have a problem with a series of one-bits, each of which
leads to a transition.� NRZI does not always send a bunch of low’s when the input is a string of
zero-bits, it only does so if the signal happens to already be low when it
starts.� The problem of there being an absence of signaling can occur not just at
the actual end of a frame but also in its middle, if it has the right pattern of
bits there.� It’s important to keep clear the notion of low and high signals as separate
from the bit value they are used to encode. Low and high refer to what
physically appears on the medium. These might encode a zero bit, a one
bit, or even part of bits (for Manchester and 4-bit/5-bit encodings).

(b) Briefly describe how Ethernet’s framing could be extended to use a sentinel to detect
the end of the frame. If we did so, what problem would we have to address, and what
is the solution to this problem? (8 pts)

Answer: a sentinel is a special bit-pattern whose presence indicates the end
of the frame. The problem that arises is that the pattern may occur inside the
frame’s data before the end of the frame. The solution is to use a form of
“escaping” or “bit-stuffing” to ensure that these occurrences are distinct from
the sentinel itself.
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(c) If the encoding is 4-bit/5-bit (such as is used by 100 Mbps Ethernet), how could we
avoid this problem more directly? (4 pts)

Answer: this encoding uses only 16 of the 32 possible 5-bit values, so for our
sentinel we could pick a 5-bit value not used by the code to ensure that the
frame’s data can’t conflict with it.

3. Throughput.
We want to transfer a file of size

�
bytes. Each link has bandwidth � bits/sec and fixed prop-

agation delay � sec. All routers on the path are store-and-forward. We use packets of total
size � bytes, of which � bytes are occupied by headers. We always pad the last packet so that
it is full. There is no set-up time for the transfer. Packets are sent continuously and are not
lost. There is no queueing delay or processing overhead, and we ignore acknowledgments
sent back by the receiver.

(a) How many data packets are sent? (5 pts)

Answer: ���	�
��� , since each packet carries ����� bytes of payload, and where
������� � is the “ceiling” or “round up” function that takes into account any final,
leftover packet that might be required.

(b) What is the delay (from when the sender starts transmitting until when the receiver has
received everything) to transfer the file across one link? (5 pts)

Answer: the total delay is equal to the propagation delay plus the transmission
delay. It is important to understand the “streaming” nature of the transmission,
as shown in the Figure:

Because the packets stream continuously, the propagation delay only adds in
once (reflecting the delay before the first packet begins to arrive at the receiver).
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We compute the transmission delay as:

total delay � propagation delay � total transmission delay

� ��� # of packets � packet size
bandwidth

� �����
�

����� � �
� bytes
� bits/sec

� �����
�

����� � �
� �
� sec

Common difficulties:
� It’s important to pay attention to units when intermingling bits and bytes,

as this problem often arises in practice, and it’s easy to make order-of-
magnitude mistakes if you overlook it or convert incorrectly.� One pitfall is to compute the total delay for a single packet and then multiply
that by the number of packets. This incorrectly includes the propagation
delay � into each packet transmission; but since the packets are sent in a
back-to-back fashion, � only figures into when the bits first start showing
up.� It’s easy to forget that each packet carries � bytes at the link’s bandwidth,
rather than the ����� bytes of useful payload.� The problem specifies that the last packet is padded to be full-sized. This
means you cannot use

�
directly in your computations but must instead

work with the total number of packets as a function of d.

(c) What is the delay for one packet to arrive at a destination that is � links away? (5 pts)

Answer: for a store-and-forward network, the total delay for the packet is its
delay across each link times the number of links, as shown in the Figure:
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The delay across each link is given by:

per link delay � propagate delay � transmission delay
� � � � �"!#�

and therefore:

total delay � �$� per link delay
� �&%'� � � �(!)�+*

(d) What is the delay to transfer the entire file across � links? (5 pts)

Answer: the important point here is that the individual transfers are the same as
in part (c), but they are pipelined, so the propagation delay �,�'� only determines
the start of the arrivals; it does not further delay subsequent arrivals, as shown
in the Figure:
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We can thus think about the problem as:

total delay � delay for first packet � delay for remaining packets
� �&%'� � � �(!)�+*-��./% number of packets � 01*2� transmission delay per packet 3
� �&%'� � � �(!)�+*-��./%1�

�
����� � �405*2�

� �
� 3 (1)

Alternatively, we can think about this as:

total delay � total fixed delay across all links
� total transmission delay for all packets
� store and forward delay

In this formulation, we need to keep in mind that there are �6�70 store-and-
forward delays before the first packet starts arriving at the receiver. (We don’t
include the time it takes to complete arriving at the receiver since that’s already
accounted for in its transmission delay.) This leads to:

total delay � �-� �8�
�

����� � �
� �
� ��%9�$�401*

� �
� (2)

which simplifies to the same expression as given in Equation 1 above.
Note, for this problem we didn’t take off if the answer was missing the factor of
8 to convert between bytes and bits, as everyone who left it off had already lost
a couple of points on the previous parts for this.
Common difficulties:
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� The transmission delay for each packet is not multiplied by the number
of links because the packets are pipelined and thus their transmissions
overlap.

4. Server state.
When you ride the BART subway, the fare system needs to track the value of your ticket
along with where you enter and where you exit the subway in order to compute and deduct
the fare to charge you. To do so, it uses information encoded in your ticket.

Consider yourself as a “client” of the fare system and the ticket machines and the entry/exit
gates as interfaces to the fare system’s “server.” You connect to the server when you buy a
ticket, and again each time as you enter the subway and later exit it.

(a) If the fare system stored per-client state in the server, what minimal information would
need to be encoded in your ticket? (5 pts)

Answer: all that’s necessary is for the ticket to hold a unique identifier that the
server then uses to look up the state associated with the ticket.

(b) If the fare system used stateless operation, what information needs to be encoded in the
ticket? (5 pts)

Answer: the information the system needs is the current value of the ticket and
where it most recently entered the system (if it has entered at all), so that upon
exit the value of the ticket can be updated with the fare between the entry point
and the exit point.

Common difficulties:
� In stateless operation the ticket does not need to include an identifier.

This is potentially important because it means such tickets can be used
anonymously. Indeed, a unique identifier is only useful if the system keeps
some additional state associated with the identifier, in which case its oper-
ation is not stateless.� The ticket also does not need to have the exit station encoded on it, since
that information is not relevant for any subsequent computation. However,
we did not mark off for including this information.
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(c) Which of these corresponds to HTTP’s operation, and what is the HTTP component
that the information on the ticket corresponds to?

Answer: HTTP operates in a stateless fashion. When it needs the client to hold
state, it uses a cookie.

Common difficulties:
� There are other components of HTTP’s operation that bear a superficial

resemblance to the subway fare system’s operation: header fields, ad-
dresses, meta-data. However, none of these is a direct match in the same
way that cookies are.

(d) BART in fact uses stateless operation. Give an advantage and a disadvantage of this.
(5 pts)

Advantages:
� No coordination is required by the fare system. For example, the entry and

exit gates can run completely autonomously without any sort of network
connection to a backend server. This allows the machines at the stations
to be simpler.� If the fare system crashes, it can be restarted without loss of information.� The fare system doesn’t need to tie up resources storing state.� It’s easier to scale up the fare system since it doesn’t have to perform
centralized transactions.� Stateless operation leverages fate-sharing. The only way that state is lost is
if the “end-system” (i.e., the person riding the subway) loses it themselves.� The lack of an identification field allows anonymous use of the subway.

Disadvantages:
� The state associated with the rider’s use of the subway is accessible to the

rider. This opens up opportunities for fraud if the rider can modify the state
in an undetectable fashion.� The lack of an identification field allows anonymous use of the subway.
(This is a disadvantage for agents such as law enforcement who want to
track someone’s activity.)

Some other disadvantages people gave are not as fundamental, but we still
gave credit for them:
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� If the user loses the ticket, all information about them is lost. This is true,
but the same thing happens if they lose their ticket in the stateful-operation
case. However, there might be a presumption that the user can recover
their identifier, in which case in stateful operation their full state can then
be recovered.� The operation of writing a ticket or reading from it is more complex and/or
takes more time. This is likely true, but also likely to be a quite minor effect.� While it might seem like the system can’t offer personalization, profiling, ac-
cess statistics, or tracking, in stateless operation actually quite a bit of this
can be done by maintaining the relevant state in the cookie and analyzing it
whenever the cookie is presented in a request. For example, one could ex-
tend the information on the BART ticket to include a list of stations recently
visited or a list of personalization features that the user has requested.

5. Forwarding at different layers.
In the following diagram:

“Element” represents a network forwarding element that has four Ethernet cables plugged
into four different ports. The element can be one of a router, switch, or a hub. “Man-
agement” represents an additional Ethernet cable plugged into a fifth port for management
access to the element using TCP/IP; it is only present for router and switch elements, but
not for hub elements.

(a) For each type of element, how many MAC addresses does it need, and why? (4 pts)

Answer:
� A hub operates at the physical (electrical) layer. As such, it does not need

a MAC address allocated to it.� A switch operates at the link layer. Including the management interface,
it will be connected to five Ethernet segments. Generally, it will have a
NIC for each of these, and the NIC will have a MAC address programmed
into it, for a total of 5 MAC addresses. We also allowed an answer of 6,
because some thought it might need an additional MAC address for use
in the Spanning Tree algorithm. In addition, the switch’s actual operation
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does not require that its ports—other than the management port—be ad-
dressable, since it does not change the MAC addresses of the frames it
forwards. So we also allowed an answer of 1 (just the management port)
or 2 (management port plus Spanning Tree identifier).� A router needs to be addressable on each of the networks to which it is
connected, so this requires 5 MAC addresses.

Common difficulties:
� Some were confused by the fact that routers operate at the IP layer and

so concluded that they wouldn’t need MAC addresses. This overlooks that
operation at the IP layer is built on top of operation at the link layer.� The question could be misread to mean “how many MAC addresses does
the element need to inspect for its operation” rather than “how many does
it need to have allocated to it”. For those who answered consistently in this
fashion (for example, stating that a router needs 0 MAC addresses), we did
not take off.

Note, many people found this problem difficult.

(b) For each type of element, how many IP addresses does it need, and why? (4 pts)

Answer:
� Since a hub operates at only the physical layer, it does not need any IP

addresses allocated to it.� Switches do not operate at the IP layer, and so their main ports do not
require IP addresses. However, the management interface is specified in
the problem as running TCP/IP. Thus, the switch needs 1 IP address for
that communication.� Routers operate at the IP layer. Each IP address is associated with an
interface rather than with a host. As such, the router needs 5 IP addresses,
one per port.

Common difficulties: as with part (a), many people found this problem difficult.

(c) For each type of element, which field(s) inside which header(s) must it look up to
decide how to forward a packet? Indicate whether the lookup is always based on the
entire field or sometimes on only a subset of the bits in the field.

Answer:
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� Since hubs operate at only the physical layer, they do not inspect any part
of the packet, they simply use flooding to forward it.� Switches must inspect the destination MAC address. Optionally, you could
also mention that they inspect the source MAC address to use in self-
learning.� Routers inspect the destination IP address. They are the only element that
might just inspect a subset of the bits in the field, due to doing CIDR prefix-
matching. Optionally, you could also mention that they need to inspect the
TTL, adjust the checksum, and perhaps fragment the packet.

Common difficulties:
� Routers do not need to inspect the IP protocol field, nor the source address

or the transport (TCP/UDP) ports.

(d) Consider an IP packet encapsulated within an Ethernet frame. For each type of element,
as the packet is forwarded by the element, which of the addresses in the Ethernet and
IP headers change? (4 pts)

Answer:
� Since a hub operates at only the physical layer, it leaves all elements of

the frame (and the IP packet within it) unchanged.� While a switch inspects the Ethernet destination MAC address, it does not
alter any elements of the Ethernet header. In particular, it does not rewrite
the Ethernet source MAC address to correspond to that of its own NIC. If
it did, then (i) the receiver would not be able to tell from where the frame
was sent, and (ii) later bridges and switches in the forwarding path to the
destination would not be able to self-learn the path to the frame’s source.� Routers inspect the IP destination address, but do not alter it. Similarly,
they do not alter the IP source address. However, since they are forwarding
the packet to a new link-layer network, they will alter the Ethernet source
MAC address to be that of the NIC that connects the router to the next-hop,
link-layer network; and the destination MAC address to that of the next-hop
router located on that link-layer network. (Indeed, the router does not for-
ward the same Ethernet frame in any fashion. Rather, it decapsulates the
IP packet that’s inside the original frame, and re-encapsulates the packet
inside a new Ethernet frame.)
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(e) Which of the elements will alter the TTL field in the IP header as it forwards the
packet? What problem is it attempting to prevent by doing so? What other field must
these elements also change because they have altered this field? (4 pts)

Answer: neither hubs nor switches even inspect the IP header. Routers, on the
other hand, must decrement the TTL field and discard the packet if it reaches 0.
They do this to prevent forwarding loops. Because the decrement alters the bits
in the IP header, they then must also update the checksum field.

6. Media Access.

(a) The Ethernet protocol is called CSMA/CD because it supports carrier sense, collision
detection and backoff.
For each of these three capabilities, give a brief explanation of what it is and why it
offers an improvement over Slotted Aloha. (15 pts)

Answer:

Carrier sense refers to a node listening before it begins to transmit to see whether
the medium is already in use. It prevents easily avoided collisions (but can’t
prevent all collisions). With Slotted Aloha, nodes simply start transmitting
at the beginning of a slot if they have new data, and so can immediately
collide. In addition, carrier sense allows Ethernet to avoid requiring fixed
slots, so nodes can both transmit whenever they have new data to send,
and also needn’t transmit for an entire slot’s duration.

Collision detection refers to how Ethernet nodes can quickly determine that
they have transmitted at the same time as another node, rendering both
transmissions ineffective. Note that Slotted Aloha also detects collisions,
but at the cost of an entire lost slot. With Ethernet, only the time occupied
by a minimum-sized frame is lost.

Backoff refers to Ethernet’s behavior upon detecting a collision, which is to se-
lect a random amount of time to wait before trying again. A key difference
between Ethernet and Slotted Aloha is that in addition Ethernet exponen-
tially backs off. This means that the load caused by colliding senders will
eventually diminish as the senders wait longer and longer to resolve their
collisions. Slotted Aloha, on the other hand, back off geometrically, trying
each new slot with probability : , and not adapting : to be lower if collisions
persist.

Common difficulties:
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� It was important in this problem to not only define the terms but to explain
why they offer benefits over Slotted Aloha.� A key attribute of Ethernet’s collision detection is that it operates quickly,
preventing the loss of an entire slot.� A key attribute of Ethernet’s backoff is its exponential nature, which serves
to drain load during times of high contention.

(b) Suppose we have a shared link that connects ; nodes. Qualitatively speaking, under
what circumstances will we achieve higher performance if the nodes use Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) rather than Ethernet’s CSMA/CD to resolve contention for
the link? (5 pts)

Answer: if nearly all of the ; nodes wish to transmit, then TDMA is very ef-
ficient, with few wasted slots. Ethernet, on the other hand, will tend to suffer
from many collisions at such a high level of utilization, which will reduce its
performance.

7. Domain Name System.
Consider the following output from the dig utility, which shows a reply sent by a DNS
server in response to a query a client previously sent to it:

;; QUESTION SECTION:
;144.11.3.128.in-addr.arpa IN PTR

;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
3.128.in-addr.arpa 600 IN NS ns1.lbl.gov.
3.128.in-addr.arpa 600 IN NS nsx.lanl.gov

;; ADDITIONAL SECTION:
ns1.lbl.gov. 43200 IN A 128.3.34.186
nsx.lanl.gov. 3556 IN A 204.121.3.1

(a) What type of Resource Record was the client attempting to look up in its request?
(3 pts)

Answer: as shown in the Question section, it is looking up a PTR record, which
is used to map an IP address to a hostname.

Common difficulties:
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� It sufficed to describe the meaning of the lookup (e.g., “translate an IP
address to a hostname”) rather than giving its name as PTR.

(b) What was the IP address associated with the request? (3 pts)

Answer: 128.3.11.144. This value is reversed in the name looked up (144.11.3.128.in-
addr.arpa, as shown in the Question section) since that is the encoding used
to convert an IP address to a hierarchical domain name.

(c) Did the request succeed? If so, what was the answer? If not, how do you know it
didn’t? (4 pts)

Answer: it did not succeed, as indicated by the absence of an Answer section.

Common difficulties:
� Some interpreted “succeed” as meaning “there was a useful reply.” When

this interpretation was clear in light of other comments (to the effect that
the final answer to the query was not given), we gave full credit for answers
consistent with this interpretation.

(d) If the client had made an iterative query, what would be its next step? (4 pts)

Answer: with iterative queries, the client follows the chain of referrals from one
name server to another by itself. In this case, it would contact one of the two
name servers listed in the Authority section.

Common difficulties:
� The answer needed to include a notion of how the client would proceed,

such as “contact one of the name servers given in the Authority section,” or
“contact one of the addresses given in the Additional section.”

(e) If the client had made a recursive query (and the server indicated it supports recursion),
why would it stop at this point? (4 pts)

Answer: with recursive queries, the client has asked the server it contacted
to do the traversal on its behalf. Since the server did not return an answer,
yet completed the traversal, the client knows that there is no point proceeding
further. (An alternative answer is that perhaps the server could not reach either
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of ns1.lbl.gov nor nsx.lanl.gov, rather than that it received a negative
reply from one of them.)

Common difficulties:
� Some read the final “it” in the question as referring to the server, not the

client. We gave full credit for answers consistent with this interpretation.

(f) For how long should the client cache the A record associated with nsx.lanl.gov?
(2 pts)

Answer: 3556 seconds, as indicated in the TTL given for the A record in the
Additional section.

Common difficulties:
� It’s important to note that the units of the TTL are in seconds.� Some gave the TTL for the ns1.lbl.gov record instead, or for the NS

record.� A different interpretation was that the client doesn’t need to cache the
record at all. This is correct, since it is an Additional record rather than
an Answer or an Authority, and in fact helps prevent cache poisoning, so
for this we gave full credit.

8. File Transfer Protocol.
Consider the following FTP client/server dialog, where “C:” indicates lines sent by the client,
whose address is 1.2.3.4, and “S:” lines sent by the server, with address 5.6.7.8. Recall that

� The SYST command queries the server for what type of system it is running
� NLST requests a listing of all files in the current directory matching a given pattern
� RETR attempts to retrieve a file
� The PORT directive lists 6 numbers separated by commas. The first four correspond to

the octets of an Internet address and the last two to the high-order and low-order byte
of a port number.

S: 220 friendly.com server ready for action
C: USER anonymous
S: 331 Anonymous login ok, send email address
C: PASS myname@mysite.com
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S: 230 Anonymous access granted
C: SYST
S: 215 UNIX Type: L8
C: PORT 1,2,3,4,4,10
S: 200 PORT command successful
C: NLST a*
S: 150 Opening ASCII mode data connection
S: 226 Transfer complete
C: PORT 1,2,3,4,4,11
S: 200 PORT command successful
C: RETR a-great-story.txt
S: 150 Opening ASCII mode data connection
S: 226 Transfer complete
C: PORT 1,2,3,4,4,12
S: 200 PORT command successful
C: NLST b*
S: 150 Opening ASCII mode data connection
S: 226 Transfer complete
C: PORT 5,6,7,8,4,13
S: 200 PORT command successful
C: NLST c*
S: 150 Opening ASCII mode data connection
no further response from server

(a) During this use of FTP by the user, how many total connections are created? (4 pts)

Answer: there is the initial request/response control connection, plus each
PORT directive specifies an address/port endpoint to which the server should
connect. There are four of these, but the last one is bogus (as discussed in
part (d)), so there are either 4 or 5 connections created in total, depending how
the final, failed one is counted.

(b) How many files are transferred?

Answer: only a single file is transferred (via the RETR command).

Common difficulties:
� Some interpreted “file” more broadly as meaning “data transfer,” and in-

cluded the connections used for the directory listings, for a total of 3.
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(c) What are the other connections used for?

Answer: one connection is used for the request/response control channel, and
the others for transferring directory listings.

Common difficulties:
� One needs to remember the original request/response control channel

connection.� For those who interpreted directory listings as “file transfers,” we did not
further mark down here for not listing “directory listing.”� This question could be interpreted as asking “why does FTP use additional
connections?” (rather than “besides the file-transfer connection, what are
the remaining connections used for?”). For complete answers consistent
with this interpretation, we gave full credit.

(d) What’s peculiar about the final PORT directive (which probably accounts for why the
server does not respond after trying to open the connection)? (6 pts)

Answer: the directive specifies not the client’s IP address but the server’s.

Common difficulties:
� Some overlooked that it was the server’s address and just stated “a differ-

ent IP address”. As that notion was the main one behind the question, this
sufficed for full credit.

9. Bridges.

(a) Give two reasons why a network based on bridges will permit higher aggregate through-
put than the same network based on hubs. (10 pts)

Answer: (1) Bridges divide a network into separate collision domains, while
in a network connected using hubs, every node can collide with every other
node. (2) Once the bridges populate their forwarding tables, they keep traffic
localized to only the Ethernet segments it needs to cross. This allows the
network to sustain multiple, concurrent transmissions—something that hubs
cannot provide.

Common difficulties — the following differences do not yield fundamental im-
provements in aggregate improvement:
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� Bridges can interconnect LANs of different speeds.� Bridges can support geographically larger networks.

(b) Consider the network of learning bridges shown in the following figure:

Show the forwarding table in each of the bridges after the following transmissions,
assuming each table starts out empty:

i. B sends to C
ii. D sends to B

iii. E sends to F

Give a table for each bridge, each with two columns: destination and port number,
showing how the bridge would forward traffic. (10 pts)

Answer: the bridges learn how to forward to each source address they see.
After all 3 transmissions, their forwarding tables look like:
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Common difficulties:
� The most basic confusion concerned whether bridges learn source ad-

dresses or destination addresses. It’s the former (source addresses), be-
cause for those the bridge can determine a port that definitely leads to
the address. For destinations, the bridge doesn’t have any guidance as to
where the frame will eventually go, so it must fall back on flooding.� It’s important to realize that each of the frames listed will be flooded since
the bridges don’t have entries for the corresponding destination MAC ad-
dresses. Because of this, when E sends to F, B1 will still see the frame,
and will therefore learn that the path to E goes through its #1 port.� When B sends to C, both B1 and B2 will flood the frame. This is because
they don’t have an entry for C in their forwarding tables, so they have no
idea where C is in the network. (In particular, they can’t tell that C is lo-
cal to B’s segment and thus the frame doesn’t actually need any flood-
ing/forwarding.)

The grading was based foremost on tables that show the notion of learning
sources and not destinations (so, A, C, and F should not appear in the ta-
bles), and then on correctness of remaining entries, with entries for directly
attached sources weighing more than those that are remote (such as B1 learn-
ing about E).
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